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No. 27.-SEVEN BRAIDrII INSCRIPTIONS FROM MATHURA AND ITS VICINITY. 
BY PROFESSOR H. L1!DERS, BERLIN, 
I.-The M6rii Well lDacription. 
M6rii is a small village 7 miles west of Mathurii. City and 2 miles to the north of tl,te road 
leading from Mathurii. to Govardhan. In 1882 General Cunningham discovered there a large 
inscribed slab which formed part of the terrace of an ancient well. In 1908 Dr. Vogel had the slab 
removed to the Mathurii. Museum under supervision of Pandit Radha Krishna. A transcript and 
a facsimile of the inscription were published by Cunningham, ASR. Vol. XX (1885), p. 49 and 
Plate V, No. 4. At that time the inscription w&S already fragmentary, more thi,n half of it 
-having peeled away on the right side, but it has since become much more damaged. It was edited 
again by Vogel, Oat. Arch. Mt1,s. Mathura p. l!l4, No. Ql. His transcript was reprinted, with a 
'J)hotolithograph of the inscription in its present state, by Ralli&prasad Chanda, MASI. No. l 
(1919), p. 22, and Plate VI, No. 5, and an attempt to correct the reading of the second line of the 
inscription was made by the same scholar in MASI. No. 5 (1920), p. 166f. The inscription was 
·carefully engraved in ' archaic ' characters and Cunningham's transcript and facsimile are 
apparently in the n.ain correct. The following text is therefore based on them with such correc· 
tions as are warranted by a new impression or suggested by general considerations. In the notes 
I have stated the readings of the impression, of Cunningham's facsimile, of his transcript and 
of Vogel's transcript.' I think that this rather minute treatment is justified by the importance 
.of the inscription. 
TEXT. 
l $ mahakshatrapasa Riijil.vulasa putrasa svii.mi . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2 bhagavatii.m Vfi•h,;,lnii[m) pamchaviiiiI)ii.m pratimii.[I)) sailadevagri .• 
3 ya[s)=To[ ahii)yiil>, sailam srimad=griham=atulam=udadhasamadhii.ra 
4 arcbii.desam sailii.m pamcha jvalata iva paramavapusha . . . . . • . . • , 
NOTES. 
"Line l. 
Impression: maliakBhat[r]a[pa] 
C.'s facsimile: makakahatrapasa Rajuwlasa putra[sa] .v. 
C.'s transcript: Maliakahatrapasa RaiulJUlasa putrasa Swami Va-(Vi) 
Vogel : Maliak(sha)t(rapasa Riijuvulasa putr~) 
As regards the name of the mahakahatrapa Cunningham's facsimile is certainly more trust· 
· worthy than his transcript. In the facsimile the pu of putrasa shows at the top some strokes which 
.might be taken as the sign for au, but as the u-stroke at the bottom of the letter is quite distinct, 
pulrasa must be considered the correct reading. The last word svami is based only on Cunning-
ham's transcript, the facsimile showing only the subscript va. But avami is exactly what we 
should expect. Rii.jiivula's son was Soq.ii.sa, who in the Mathura inscriptions Nos. 59 and 82 of 
my List• and in the Mathurii. pillar inscription edited below is styled avamin mahiikahatrapa. I 
have therefore no doubt that Cunningham's transcript is correct as far as svami is conceme and 
that the original readillg was svamisa ( or possibly svami-) maliakahai.rapasa. 
• Jn Vogel's tranacript the portions enclooed within round brackets have been taken from Cmmingb&m'• 
faoaimile. 
1 The nurubera of inaeriptiona quoted in. the following pages a1w&ya refer .to my Li.a, of BraAmt I~. 
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Line 2. 
Impression : bAagavatam Vnl •h]l'in[ii]. .. . [cha] 
C.'s facsimile : bAagaflatii Vtiah!' . na pamchaviriilWffl pratima[{I] .l[a,']ladev. gri 
C.'• transcript : Blwgaflatii Vriahnena pancha Vairanam pratimu Saila trwa-(gra) 
Vogel : BlwgaflaJa Vri(•h)~na pamcha Viranam pralima Aailatrivagra) 
The anu,rora of blwgaflatiim is pedectly clear in the impreBBion, and so is the , of Vrishtii· 
nam, although it has a peculiar form. The two strokes denotiug the long i are both tnrned to the 
left to avoid their ro.nning into the kaha hanging down from the first line. Similarly in the next 
word pamclaaviral'4m the two limbs of the i-sign are drawn wide asunder on account of the long· 
tailed ra standing in the first line just over the Iii. The anuavara of Vriahtiinam has not been no-
ticed by Cunningham and is not visible in the impression on account of a fiBBure in the stone, but 
it was no doubt originally engraved. The reading bhtJIJaVato Vriahtt4 proposed by Ramaprasad 
Chanda is impo88ible. Between pratim<i, which is quite distinct in the facsimile, and the following 
word the intervening space is rather large, and the original reading was apparently pralima{I. 
A trace of the lower dot of the t>i.,arga is even visible in the facsilllile. The last word is not quite 
distinct in the facsimile, the la lacking the long vertical and the va showing a small appendix at 
the bottom which makes it look like w , but as '1unningham in his transcript renders the two 
letters as la and va and as the third letter clearly is the same as tlte third letter of the fourth line, 
the reading Aailade,,agri is practically certain, and the word is to be restored to sailadevagrihe. 
Line 3. 
Impression : ya • to[aha"]ya{I .l[a,']lam [•nlma 
C.'• facsimile : ya,----4oahaya[{i] sailam Arimad.agriha,n=atulam-;,[cla]dha,a [ma]dha 
C.'s transcript : Y aalo Snayah ~ailam Sri mad graha matula mudhadua madhara 
Vogel : ya,t<nhaya '(ai)le (Arimadgra/,amatula mucla-dhasa) 
Cunningham's transcript of the first two words is probably correct, although his reading of 
the second and third akahara, cannot be verified completely from the impression. Instead of the 
, of ,to there is at present little more than a square hole, but traces of the hook to the left of tlte 
letter are visible, and I consider the reading ,10 as certain. The ,ha also is much damaged and the 
sign of the long a is indistinct, but, as we shall see latu on, the length of the vowel is confirmed by 
the metre and Cunningham's reading may tlterefore be taken as correct. The viaarga, of which the 
lower dot only is indicated in the facsimile, is quite distinct in the impression. The next four words 
are perf~:.ly clear in the facsimile. The facsimile has lnmad, but the long i is visible in the im· 
presiion. The last words are uncertain. ~ can give only Cunningham's reading with the second 
and third syllables corrected from the facsimile. Udadhi would seem to be an obvious emend&· 
tion of ucladha, but the word does not fit well into the context. 
Line i . 
Impression : iirchaduam foil.am pamcha iwlota [i ]va pa[ramavapusha], bu~ the last five 
auharaa are only faintly visible. 
C.'s facaimile : archiiduam Aailam pacha jvalo.la iva paramavapushii 
C.'a transcript : Archa dqiim $ail.am pancha ivialaita Iva parama Vape,ha 
Vogel: arc/ta dalam Aailam pac}u,.jvalal,ta it-a 11"""""' vap,uhal 
All reading• divergent from the text derived from the impression are faulty. 
Too much is lost of the text to fill up ccnjecturally the gaps. The extant words may be 
translated aa follows : 
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TRANSLATION. 
(1) Of the son of mahakshalrapa RAjl1vula, st1atnin 
[VOL. XXIV. 
(2) The images of the holy panchaviras of the Vrish,µs1 •.. the stone shrine 
(3) Who the magnificent matchless stone house of Toahi.1 .. 
(4) The five objects of adoration made of stone radiant, as it were, with highest 
beauty ..... 
REMARKS. 
AB remarked already in the notes on the text, it is most probably the wamin maM,kshatrapa 
8o<jiisa who was mentioned in the first line, and the record has therefore to be dated in his reign, 
which perfectly agrees with the palmography of the imcription. I consider it aleo probable that 
the words preserved of the first line belong to the date. It will be noticed that there is a 
marked contrast between the first line and the rest of the inscription as far as the language is con-
cerned. Whereas the first line shows the popular language, the following three lines are apparently 
in pure Sanskrit. This strange diversity would seem to be best accounted for by assuming that 
the author of the inscription, even when writing in Sanskrit, for the date used the language custo-
mary in the documents of the time. 
From the second line it appears that the inscription recorded the setting up of five images 
representing the holy pai1daaviras of the Vrislu,tis in a stone temple. Pamchaviral'(im hardly means 
t!llllply' of five heroes', which at any rate in correct Sanskrit would be pailchanam viral'(im. 
Panchavirii?, would rather seem to denote a fixed group or body. In this sense the word occurs in 
the DasaJ.-u,,,a,acharita, where the meeting or the meeting-house used by a ga,;iikii for her musical 
performances is called paflchaviragosh/ha : K umaramanjarya/.1 8tlaBa yaviyasi Riigamanjari nama 
panchaviragoah/he samgitakam anuah/hasyati ( ed. K. P. Parah, p. 96). In commenting on the passage 
Kavindra Sarasvati quotes for the meaning of the word the KoAasara : tat panchaviragos~ham 
lu ym lu janapadam sada/.1'. Paiichavira, therefore, would seem to be the designation of some admi-
nistrative body, perhaps equivalent to the modern panchayat, but, as far as I am aware, no such 
body is mentioned in the Epic in connection with the V rish~. When some time ago I was reading 
the inscription with Dr. Alsdorf, I asked him if the term might perhaps be found in the Jaina scrip-
tures, and he promptly favoured me with the following note : 
"In the canonical writings of the J ainas, there occurs what might be called a statistics of the 
subjects ruled by K rish!)a Viiaudeva at Dviiravati. In the first chapter of the A,1taga,tadasiio' 
it reads as follows : tattha ,;iam Biiravainayari• Kat1he namam Vasudeve rayii parivasa, ....• 
st r;am taUAa Samuddavijoyapamokkha,µ,m dasa11ham Dasarii,;am, Baladevapilmokkh~am 
paflchaJ;tham mahilvir~m. Pajjunnapamokkha11Gm addhu//hiil!G•h kumarako,Ji'(lam, &mwapa-
mokkh01t,iam •a/I hie duddantaMiha.,i11am, M ahii8t11Gpamokkhar;am chhapann<it balavagasiiltas,itia•ii, 
Virase,;iapiimokkha,;am egat'isiie virasiihassitiari,, Uggaae11apamokkhii,:.am aolasat•ham riiya.iilo~ 
B&i,:.am, Ruppi,;ipamokkhatiam ,olasm;ham dtvisahassi,;,am, A,;,a,igas•!i<ipamokkha,;iam a!iegatiam 
ga,;iyasiihas•itiam, annesim cha bahu,;a,ii iBara• iava •aatthavaha,;am Baravait nayarie addha-Bhara-
hassa yo. ,a,.,auhasaa ahevachcham iiiva viharai. 
For those who are not too familiar with Jaina Prakrit, I add the translation of Barnett: 
' In this city of Bii.ravai dwelt King Vieude~. hight Kal)he, . . . . Here he held sway over 
Samuddavijae and the rest uf th1l ten Dasir&s, over Baladwe &lld the rest of the ftn great 
h eroes, over Pajjll!)l)e and the rest of the three and II half crores of princes, over Sam be and the 
1 Perbap1 thagarotam ii to be conttrued with Vri,hta,i114ffl. 
• l omit the obecure word, wadlwuaffl<JdMra. 
• Tile qaot&t.ion io given aao, without ot&t.ing ito '°'"""• in Sivr.rim•'• oomment&ry a.nu In the Laghvdlpi/r4. 
' P. L. Vaidya'• edition, Poona 1932, p. 4f. 
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rest of the 60,000 fighting men, over MahiseJ)e and the rest of the 56,000 mighty men, over 
Viraeer)e and the rest of the 21,000 warriors, o.-er UggaseJ)e and the rest of the 16,000 kings, over 
Ruppi.Qi and the rest of the 16,000 queeil3, over Al).ailgllJM!J)ii. and the rest of the many thousands 
of coUiteaa.ru,, and over many kings, prin~.es, barons, [prefects, mayors, bankers, traders, 
eaptains,] n,en,hants, and others, over the city of Biiravai and the whole of the southern half 
of Bhirabe-vase.'• 
In the sixteenth chapter of the Nayiidharmnakahiio, we are told how King Drupada sends a 
-messenger to Dvaravati and commands him to invite to the svayamvara of his daughter Draupadi 
"Kaiiham Va&udewm, Samud,lavijayapamokkhe dasa Dasii.re, Baladevaplmokkhe paAcha 
Dl&hAvlre . . . " The list which follows agrees verbatim with that of the Antaga,Jadcuii.o, 
merely omitting the queens and courtesans, inserting Uggasel).a between Baladeva and 
Pajjunna, and inverting the order of Mahisel)a and Virasel)a. A third version found in the 
Va1.1hida&ao is also practically identical. 
There can hardly be any doubt that the Bal.adevap011nokkJiii. paiicha mahii.virii. included in 
the canonical list are identical with the holy panchat'iras of the Vpsh:r).is mentioned in the Mora 
inscription, but sought for in vain in Brahmanical literature. 
The question now arises: who are the other four mahii.viras besides Baladeva 1 The canonical 
list, though it does not give us their names, yet furnishes at least some negative clue for their iden-
tification, because it clearly excludes from their number several of the most prominent Vpsh:r).is 
known to Jaina tradition, tu., Kpsb,;,.a, the ten Dasarhas (including Vasudeva}, Pradyumna, 
Sii.mha, Ugrasena, M.&hisens, and V-irasena. We must obviously look for four names, other than 
those just mentioned, which must be equally well known to the Jainas and the Brahmins. Further, 
eonsidering that Baladeva, the leader of the group, is the eldest son of V asudeva, the conjecture is 
perhapa not too far-fetched that the other four mahaoiras might be looked for among the brothers, 
or half-brothers, of Baladeva. Now the Jaina Hari1J(l1h.Aapurii.,;a gives a long list of Yiidava princes 
who, under Krishl).a's command, took the field against Jarii.sandha; the list is found, in almost 
identical form, in Jinasens' s H arivamsapurii.,;a ( 48, 38-7 4) and in Hemachandra' s Trishash/isaliikii.-
puru,hacJiaritra (VIII, 7, 155-193). In this list no less than 47 sons of Vasudeva are enumerat-
ed. This great number is easily accounted for by the fact that Vasudeva has taken the place of 
Naraviihanadatt& in the Jains version of the B,ihal.kathii., the so-called V asuclevahi!l4i, which 
iorma also part of the Haricamsapv.rii,;a. .Just like his Brahmanical counterpart, Vasncieva 
during his ·• hi,#i" wins 26 consorts, and the Jainss apparently thought fit that with each, or at 
leut ILost of them, he should beget one or more sons. The list of the H arivamsapurii,;a accord-
ingly distributes the 41 sons amoug 23 mothers. t:nder these circumstances, it stands to 
:reuon that most of those (7 names are secondary Jain inventions not likely to be ruet with in 
Brahmanical literature. As a matter of fact, almost all of them are either purely fantastic or, 
if they do occur in Brahmanical texto, their bearers are cect&inly no Vrish:r).is. The only 
exceptions to thiB----apart, of course, Iron, Kriahl).a and Baladev&-&re four names, viz., 
Akriira, Ani.dhrishti, ii.ral)a, and Vidiiratha. These four are well-known Vri•hl)i princes 
expressly denoted "" such in the Mahiibhiirata•. 
That the Hari~a,,.,.,.,;,,,. list of Va8udeva'1 sons should include, besides Kriahl).a, Ba!&-
deva and neitb.er more nor 1- than just four younger brothers of his who are recognised as Vrishui 
prince• in the Maluibkaral<t. ie no doubt a very remarlca.ble coincidence. It can certainly not be 
regarded as a cogent evidence, yet I trunk we may feel justified in assuming that the "five great 
• Ori.-.lal Tra,ul. Fnd, N. 8.-Vol. XVII, p. 13f. 
• 1'4'k SO.-..'• 1 ..... lo 1k Y- ia Jlt< JI~ 
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heroes" of the canonical list, and therefore probably also the 'five heroes of the Vpsluµs' worship-
ped in the temple at Mora, were Baladeva, Akrilra,Anidhfllhti, Sl.r~a, and Vidm-atha.'' 
In the following lines the stone-house (sailam griham), of conrse, cannot be anything else but 
the stone-temple (sailadevagri(ha)) mentioned before, and the arcluidesam sailam pamcha must 
refer to the five images of the Vrisluµs. I take archiidesa as a compound of ii.rchii. ' adoration' 
and desa as used here in the sense that in later literature is conveyed by the synonyms aapada, 
pada, sthii.na. The lengthening of the initial a before r followed by a consonant found in ii.rchii 
seems to be a peculiarity of the Mathurii. dialect; compare the frequent spelling iirhal, ii.rahal, 
ii.rahamla, ii.rahata in Mathura inscriptions of the Kushan period' and ii.rtthasiddhaye, ii.rttheshu 
in the manuscript of the Buddhist dramas dating from the same time•. That arohii was used with 
special reference to the worship of images is shown by the fact that the word in course of time-
assumed the meaning ' image of a god ' ; cf. dirghanii.siky=archa, tu71{Janii.siky=archii., 
Mahiibhii.shya 2,222,18 ; Mauryair=hira1Jyanhibhir=archiil} prakalpital}, ibid. 2,429,3; abhyii.m 
li71{Je=rchital, Sambhur=archii.yii.m bhavalii. punal} quoted in the commentary· on Maiikha 138·. 
In the KoAas archii. is quoted among the words for image (pratimii.); Am. 2,10,36; Hal . 1,131, 
Hem Abh. 1463, An. 2,54; Vaii. 220,1. Grammatically archadesii.m Aailam pamcha is acc. 
plur. agreeing with ivalata/1. The spelling with the anusvii.ra instead of n is not only quite com-
mon in the Central Asian manuscripts of the canon of the Sarvii.stividins, but occurs also in the 
manuscript of the Buddhist dramas• and in the manuscript of the KaJpanama,;ijitikii. written 
in early Gupta script•. 
Little as is left of the last two lines, the language of this portion of the inscription will strike· 
the reader as being unusual in a donative record. An expression such as ival,ata iva paramava-
pushii. sounds like poetry. Now an examination of the two lines shows that both of them begin 
like a Bhuia71{Javijrimbhita the scheme of which is - - - - - - - - v v v v v v-
v v v v - v - v v - v - in the quarter. Even the doubtful word udadhasama-
dhii.ra conforms to it in Cunningham's reading. That this was really the metre in which the 
two lines were c.omposed can be shown also in a different way. The writing preserved in line 4 
which consists of 19 aksharas fills about llt'. A hemistich of 52 aksharas would fill about 2•7•, 
and allowing 3'' or 4' for the blank at the beginning and at the end of the line and between the 
two quarters of the hemistich, we arrive at a total length of 2' 10' or 2' 11• for the writing of 
one heruistich, which agrees exactly with Dr. Vogel's statement that the width of the slab. 
is 2' 11'. It is thus proved that the staru:a was engraved in hemistiches. Our inscription 
is the earliest example of this mode of writing verses which prevailed in the ornamental 
inscriptions on pillars and slabs ,mtil about the middle of the fifth century A.D. and occasionally 
occurs still in later times.• As far as I know, it is never found in copper plates, but it was practised 
1 See Nos. 78; 102; 105; 110 of my List of Brahmi Inacriptiona. 
• BM<Chatllcl:• buddhiati,cll<r Dramrn, p. 31. The lengthening boars an analogy to the lengthening of the initial 
a followed by ,at in the Mathuri inaoriptiona ; see 4,idtoo.ti, 4tilltw\rini in Noa. 93 ; 99. 
• Lo<. cit. p. 31: bl,aga(txi)m, and even .lri~vam (for .lri111,an) puahpii-. 
• Bruc1"ffitk.t du Kalpaftamatu#lika, p. 40; a,,nim Ai, jivaffl Ai, maJatni,, paromarlMb.\4.tAilaria ka-. 
• Of. M6haraull iron pillar inscription of Chandra (QI. No. 32) ; Allahibid pillar inocription of S&mudra-
gupt.& (QI. No. I); :EraJJ. stone inscription of Samudragupt.& (QI. No. 2); Udayagiri cave inscription of the time 
ofChandrogupt.& II. (QI. No. 6); Bil,aq pillar inocription of the reign ofKumirogupt.& I. (QI. No. 10); Bihar pillar 
uucription of the time of Sbndagupt.& (QI. No. 12) ; K&b&urh p~ inscription of the reign of Bbndagupt.& (QI. 
No. 15); Bariba.r Hill cave in&eription of Anantav&rm.an (GI. No. 48); Nigirjunl Hill cave imcriptiona of the l&ID.& 
(OI. Noe. 49 and 50); Mathuri image inscription ofQ. 136 (QI. No. 63); some oftho Aj&Q\i inscriptions A.S. W.I. 
Vol. IV, pp. 129 and 138. The earlieet inecription ah.owing verse, in continuous writing aeema to be the Gatigdhir 
otono inloriptioo of the time of Viavavarman, probably dated in V. 480 (GI. No. 17). Of the three inaoription.o 
at J4&nd&e6r engraved by Govinda the two oopi .. of the PraAuti of King Ydodharm&n (QI. Noe. 33 and 34) h&v& 
the verses partitioned off, while the well inacriptioh. dated in V. 689 (GI.;·No. :ffi) is written in oontinuom line1, 
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sometimes also in manuscript writing as proved by a palm-leaf manuscript in Gupta characters 
unearthed in Eastern Turkestan. 
The occurrence of this stanza is of considerable interest for the history of Sanskrit literature. 
The metre BAuiang<wii,-imbAita is found also in Kumaralita's Kal1paniimarµfitikii,1 but our 
inscription is about 200 years earlier than that work, and if here a most artificial metre such as 
.BhujangatJi.i,imbhita is used for a Sanskrit stanza, it is proved that the Sanskrit KAvya 
poetry was fully developed in the flr11t century B.C. 
There is jmt enough left of the stanza to show that the first hemistich was mainly devoted 
to the praise of the stone temple where the five images were set up and that the beauty of the images 
themselves was extolled in the second half of the stanza. From the epithets conferred on the tem-
ple, even if they should be slightly overdrawn, we may infer that it was a remarkably fine builcling, 
but there is nothing to show that it was exclmively declicated to the five Vrishi).is. It is far more 
probable that it was a Bhagavata temple where the five images were established. No trace of 
-this temple has until now turned up at Morii.. When in 1910 Pandit Radha Krishna examined the 
site, he found only a number of fragments of very large inscribed bricks from which Dr. Vogel was 
able to make out the legend : jil}(Jputay• rajabAaryaye BraMsvcilimita-[ dhi]tu• Y asamataye kiiritam. 
As stated by Dr. Vogel, the characters of that inscription are those of the third or second century 
B.C., which is the approximate date aleo of King Bahasatimita who in all probability is identical 
with the Brahii.svii.timita of the brick legend. The bricks therefore must have belonged to a much 
earlier builiting than the stone temple spoken of in the inscription. The emphatic, twice repeated, 
statement that the temple was built of stone leads one to think that it was destined to replace the 
older brick builiting. We shall see later on that it is not impossible that a detached piece of the 
temple has been preserved at Mathurii. in another place. 
Although the stone temple has entirely clisappeared, I think it very probable that some rem-
nants of the five i1r.&ges have survived on the spot. When visiting .the Mora site, Dr. Vogel no-
ticed eome fragments of stone images consisting of two torsos of staniting male statues, the 
pedestal of a standing image of which only the feet remain, and the pedestal and lower half of a 
atancling female statue'. All the images are carved in the round. The two torsos are much alike. 
Both wear a dhoti held to the loins with a girdle and a shawl tied round the legs. The main clifter-
ence lies in the necklace. One wears a double necklace fastened in front hy means of a clasp, the 
other a heavy single necklace tied in a knot at the hack. On the pedestal of the female figure is a 
fragmentary inscription. The four images were transferred to the Mathurii. Museum where they 
bear the numbers E 20-23. 
When Dr. Vogel first announced his cliscovery, he suggested that the sculptures might be connec-
ted with the images mentioned in the inscription. Of course, his conjecture that the male figures 
represent those of the Pai,Q.ava brothers and the female statue is an image of Draupadi is based 
on the wrong idea that the term pa!lchavira./1 in the inscription refers to the Pii.1;uiavas, and must 
be abandoned. The female statue must be left out of consideration altogether, at any rate, at 
present. We shall see later on in what relation it may possibly stand to the other images and 
the well inscription. For the rest, Dr. Vogel's suggestion is plausible enough. From the inscrip-
tion we should expect to find at the site of Mori five remarkably fine statues originating from 
1 Loe. eit., p. M. 
1 Thia ia the correct nooding, not Bn1'4nalifllila., aa reed by Vogel, AS/. AR: 1911-12 (P&rt II] (1915), 
p. 128, Plato L VIII. Jig. 18. 
• JRAS. 1911,pp.15Uf.; AS/. AR. 1911-12 (P&rt II] (1915), p. 127f. The two tor808 are figured ihia. 
Plato LVII, fig. 12-16, the one with the double neckl- abo in Vogel, La S""'1nr• do Matln,ra, Plato XLIII (Ar, 
.Ariowo, XY) 
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the time of $ocj.asa and representing Baladeva and !ow, of his brothers 01 companions and there· 
fore being probably much alike in appearance. There are actually found at M6zi images of three 
male persons. The torsoe of two of them show that they were very similar in attitude and dress 
and certainly repreeented not foreigners as, e.g., the three Mi~ statues, but some Hindu personages. 
They are, moreover, as far as I can judge from the photographs, of superior workmanship and, 
being carved in the round, cannot be assigned to a later date than the Kushin period, but may be 
considerably earlier. The identity of the statues and the pallchaviras which thus becomes highly 
probable, would be finally established, if the fragments had been found in the ruins of the Aaila-
devagriha, where, according to the inacription, the pallchaviras were set up. But, as already 
remarked above, there is no trace whatever of a stone temple. The images were found lying round 
about the remains of a building constructed of bricks, but I do not think that for this reason the 
identity of the statues and the pallchalliras is to be given up. There is no positive evidence that 
the statues were ever set up within that brick enclosure.' It can be easily imagined that at the 
time when the temple was demolished and its materials were carried away, the statues also were 
cut up and thrown aside. Dr. Vogel himself seems to have changed his mind. He is now inclined 
to look at the statues as Yaksha images.• In my opinion they have a better claim to be regarded 
as the images of the Vrislu,u heroes, although I admit that this view cannot be definitely proved 
at present. 
There is still one point that requires elucidation, viz., the word To,hayii.J) in line 3 of the in-
scription. I have stated already in the notes on the text that there· is no reason to doubt the 
correctneas of the reading. Judging from the context To,hayal) can hardly be anything else but the-
genitive of To,ha dependent on the following griham. At first sight one would obviously under-
stand ' the house of Tosha ' as a shrine dedicated to a goddess called Tosha, but I am not aware 
that there ever existed a goddess of that name. Under these circumstances, Tosha can only be taken 
as the name of the lady who caused the shrine to be built. Just as we find here foilam griliam com-
bined with the name of the founder in the genitive case, we have mahariijasya riijiitiriijasya deva-
putrasya Huvuhlrosya t'thiire in the Mathur& inscription No. 62 of my List, or iicbaryya- Somatrii-
tasy=edam Bhagavatpiidopayojyam ku,µJ,am=uparyy-iivasathal, kut)qam ch=iipara,n in the 
Tuiii.m rock inacription (GI. No. 67). Tosha does not sound like an Indian nsme. It is quite-
probable that Tosha was of Iranian extraction, and there would be nothing strange about the fact 
that she should have erected a Bhiigavata shrine as we know from the Heliodoros inacription at 
Besnagar that foreigners were adherents of the Bhagavata religion. We shall probably find the 
nsme of Toahii in a different spelling again in the following inscription. 
n.-Inaeription on the pedHtal ol a female statue lrom M6rl.. 
The inscription is incised on the pedestal of a standing female figure which was discovered by 
Dr. Vogel at M6rA together with the remnants of the three statues discussed above. The image 
is now in the Mathura Museum. The inscription was edited by Vogel, Cal. Arch. Mu,. 
Math•,ra, p. 109, No. E 20. It is figured ASI.AR. 1911-12 [Part II], Plate LVIII, fig. 19. 
1 Perhape this atatement haa to be modified. Mr. V. S. Agra.vale. writea: "I inspected the M6ri site, "ith 
P..ao Bahadur K. N. Dibhit in November 1936 .......... Dr. Lilden' remark that there it no poeitive evidenoe 
that the eta.tuee were ever set up within the brick enclo,ure does not eeem to be grounrled in fact. From actual 
inspection of the 1ite we found that the images were aet up at tha.t very place, ainoe there atill exist. in"'" the 
atone pedestal in which the ·ima~ were emhedded. Mr. Devi Dayal took: a photo of this part of the building and 
also meuured the mortiae cut into the atone which once re,ceived the image." It ii not quite clear from thi,g state. 
men• .. hether the 6v~ ltatuee·were all embedded in one pedestal and whether the mea:euremeotof tbe mort\ee can 
be shown to meet ooe of the Pdcba..-trn. ltatuea or perhape that of the TOI.bi image. 
1 &ulpturc di Mathura, p. 116. 
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1 . 
2 
:s . 
TEXT . 
. aya(1) lCan(i)[•h]ka[sya](') , ..... [r](') 
. . eta,ya (') purvaye M[a]thuri kalavaq[a] o[qakh]i(•) . 
. . . . . . . . ye ToUy• patimi . . . . . . t.(') . . • . • 
NOTES. 
.[m](') ... 
(l) Probably to he restored mahiirajasya. (2) Vogel: [H]uv[·ish]ka[sya]. The first akshara is 
distinctly ka. The vowel-sign of the second akshara has disappeared, but the miitrika is distinctly 
na. The sh of ,hka and the sya are blurred, but certain. (3) Probably to be restored as samvat-
sare. (4) Of the seven or eight aksharas following [r], only the lower half of ma is distinct. The 
akshara before ma seems to have contained a subscript ma, so that the original reading may have 
been something like grishmamiise. (5) Traces of two aksharas before etasya are still visible, but it 
is impossible to read them. (6) Vogel: rnathurika!ava4ap . . The a-sign is not quite certain, but 
probable. The dot distinguishing the dental tha from /ha is indistinct. The seventh letter is 
certainly qa as read by Vogel, a similar form occurring in one of the Ma~ inscriptions, but there 
appears to he an a-sign attached to the letter. The reading of the last three aksha,as is very 
uncertain. What Vogel reads as pa consists, as far as I see, of two letters. The first letter looks 
like an initial u, but in the middle of the vertical line of the letter there is a small horizontal 
stroke which might suggest to take the letter as au; it is, ho;ever, probably only accidental. 
The second letter, the lower portion of which has disappeared owing to an erosion of the stone, 
may have been ,ta. The same erosion has destroyed also the body of the last akshara which 
may have been khi. Possibly one akshara is lost at the end of the line. (7) The last word aleo 
has become illeb<ible on account of the peeling off of the stone with the exception of a subscript 
la which mnst have belonged to the third letter of the word. The word is probably to be 
restored as patistapi.ta; cf. pratislapita in No. 45", p.-aUtstapenti in No. 149•. The slanting 
stroke to the left of the la seems to have been canoed by the erosion of the stone. 
RENARXS. 
It is imposaibe to offer a connected translation of the inscription, too much of the text being 
lost to fill up the gaps even conjecturally. 
As the date fills half of the text, the numbers of the year, the month and the day were appa-
rently given in words, not in figures. The king's na.me is distinctly Eanillbka. 
In the thi.td line the only legible words are Tosaye patima after which probably patistiipi.tii 
is to be supplied. The meaning of the words m&y be either that an image was set up by Tosa or 
that an image of Tosa was set up. If Tosiiye were taken as the name of the dow.trix, the object 
of the donation would here simply be called paJimii. However, tw would be quite unusual. 
In no other inscription of this time1 pratimii alone is used in this way, No. 68, where the second 
line ends with Jinaooaiye praJimii, being apparently incomplete. Everywhere the name of the 
person represented by the statue is added to pratimii, sometimes compounded with it (Nos. 13, 
28, 29, 37, 50, 51, 118, 121, perhaps also 72), but oftener in the genitive case (NOA. 18, 24, 26, 
34, '3, 46, 45", 47, 69", 71, 110 ; in 74 bhagavaJ.o Varddhamiinapratimii). Generally the name in 
the genitive precedes prati,na; a different position of the words occurs only in No. 39 (danam pra· 
• le - ..... J'f'al4"'4 alone OOOIIN OOOMionallf, ,.g. iB the lhthui. iuoript.ion of G. ll3 edited .,. 
Bilhler, Bp, b,tl., Vol. II, p. 210, No. 311. 
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lima VadAamana,ya), No. 119 (pratimii pra{ti.J.P,apiui Var&)mana,ya) ,and apparently in No. 
68 quoted above. It is therefore not only possible, but e,en more likely that Toi/lye paiima 
means 'the image of Toil' . Unfortunately the upper half of the etatue is loot, and what remains 
ol it is not sufficient to determine exactly the character of the person represented. All that can 
be aaid is that it is a woman 1111 shown by the anlcleta and that she wears a folded cloth with one end 
tucked up in the waist-belt and the other elung over the left arm. This seems to have been the 
costume of a fashionable lady of that time. Exactly the same dress is worn by the female wor-
ahippeni on a doorjamb in the Mathuri Museum (P2)1 ; cf. especially the figure in the i.pper com-
partment. There is absolutely nothing to ehow that the statue was meant for a goddess 
or a Yakehi or a Niga woman. Nor do we know of any goddess of the name of Tosi. Now, con-
sidering that the image which according to the inscription probably represents a lady called ToU 
h ... been found together with the remnants of three etatues which probably are mentioned in the 
well inacription as having been set up in the etone house of Toshii , we can hardly reject the idea 
that Tosi and Tosha refer to the same person. The difference in the spelling of the name cannot 
be regarded 1111 a serious obstacle to the identification 1111 the name appears to be of foreign origin 
and, moreover, we have even in Sanskrit ku.lma by the aide of huhma, kc,Aa by the side of kola, 
etc. There can be no doubt that the well inecription ie about a century older than the etatue in-
acription ; it shows the ' archaic' writing that is found in all other records of the time of &cj.iaa, 
where1111 the statue inecription is dated in the reign of Kanishka and written in the typical clumsy 
characters of that period. As To/iii cannot have set up a statue during the reign of K aniahka, if 
her shrine was already in existence at the time of &q.isa, the identification of ToU and Toahi would 
definitely prove that Tolay• patimii meana ' the image of To/iii '. On the other hand, we ehould 
be compelled to &&Bume that somebody erected the etatue of ToU at her shrine about a hundred 
years after her death. Such a posthumous honouring by one of her descendants would not seem 
to be impossible, if we remember that probably a statue of Vima Kadphises w1111 set up at Ma~ 
some time after hi.a death, but I admit that the evidence for the identity of ToU and Toshi is not 
much more than a chain of poasibilities or probabilitiee that requires substantial strengthening 
before it can be regarded as conclwuve. 
The second line of the inecription. affords no help in this respect. Miilhuri kalava,Ja probably 
means ' the wife of the kalavii,Ja ot Mathura ' , although the formation of the second word is unusual. 
In analogy to such derivations as siirthavahin; from ,arthavaha, we should expect rather kiilava-
4ini. As will appear from the following two inscriptions, kiilavii,Ja or kiilava/a was the title of 
a lligh official at Mathurii. Owing to the large lacuna of the text in the beginning of the third line, 
it is impossible to decide whether M iilhuri kalava4a refers to the per"°n who erected the etatue of 
'fosi or to Toil hereelf. Nor can I suggest anything with regard to the meaning of the follow-
ing three ayllables which I have tentatively read oiJ,alcJ,i. 
III. -ln•cription on a •culptured •tone-•lah from Mathurl. 
Thi.a inscription is engraved on a aeulptured atone-slab from the KanklJJ l'lll at Mathuri, 
now pr-rved in the Lucknow Provincial Museum. The alab is figured in V. A. Smith's Jain 
&411" al M,dur8 (ASI. Nt1JJ Imp. &r. Vol. XX), Plate XIII. The inacription was edited hy 
Btihler, Ep. Ind., Vol. I , p. 396, No. :13, and Plate, and commented on ibid. p. 393!. l•loet made 
it the 1UbJect of a learned paper, JRAS. 1905, pp. 635-656, and R. D. Banerji trea,.,.J it brieBy, 
Ind. ,t,.-J., Vol. XXXVII, p . 49. 
1 Vag,,l, 0•. Ardo. Jlw. JlaP.wi., p. 173, and Plate Ilb; &wplvrt .i. JI-, Plate llllb. 
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The inscription which is written in the script preceding that of the Kusban period wRs read 
and translated by Biihler a.a follows : 
"I. [na]mo arab&to Vardb&min&sya Gotiputraaa Pothaya.4aka-
2. kii.lavii.jasa 
3 ....... 1 K<>Aikiye Simitriye' iyii.gapato' pra.i ...... • 
Adoration to the Arb at Vardhamina ! A tablet of homage was set up by Sivamitrii. ( o/) the 
KauAika (family), (wife) of Gotiputra (Gauptiputra), a black serpent for the Pothayas and Sakas." 
Gotiputra's epithet waa explained by Biibler as referring to his fights with the Pothayas and 
Sakas, in which he proved to them as destructive as the black cobra is to mankind in general. 
The Potb&yas be identified with theProshthas,wbo are mentioned in the Mahiibhiirata as a nation 
of Southern India. Fleet, although agreeing with Biibler in the reading and the literal translation 
.,f the epithet, tried to show at great length that by the Sakas were meant the Buddhists and by 
the Potb&yaa the Digambara Jainas and that Gotiputra, who himself was a Svetimbara Jaina, 
was marked in the record aa being particularly successful in disputation with adherents of those 
rival creeds. 
Many grave objections may be raised against these interpretations, but I deem it unneceasa:,,y 
to enter into a detailed discuasion, aa in my opinion they are untenable, or at least highly improb-
able, already for general reaaons. An epithet with the meaning assumed by Buhler and Fleet io 
against the otyle of these dedicatory inscriptions, which in a formulary language record facts, but 
refrain from rhetorical embellishments taken from the language of the Kivyas. Secondly, al-
though metronymics are sometimes used instead of personal names, especially in the case of Bnd• 
dhist saint., I consider it extremely unlikely that in an inscription like this one a private individual 
should have been called simply by his metronymic. It is far more probable that just a.a in innumer-
1\ble other caseo the metronymic was followed by the personal name, and there is no reason why 
PothayaAaka should not be taken as a name formed by compounding the abbreviated form of the 
asterism Prosbtb&pada and ytua1, or rather their Prakrit equivalents, and adding the suffix -ka. 
Personal namea the first member of which is the name of a nak$halra are very common in the period 
to which the inscription belongs. Poth& itself occurs in Potbaghosb& in the Mathuri inscription 
No. 59, Pothadevi in the Sanchi inscription No. 205 and the hypocoristic form Pothaka in the 
Sii.nchi inscription No. 342. For yaJG6 as the second member of a compound name we haYe in 
epigraphical records K.rislu)ayaAa in the Kanhiii.ra inscription No. 8, Dhamayasi (fem.) in tho 
Sii.ncbi inscription 410, Sivayui (fem.) and Pb&gnyaAa in the Mathuri inscription No. 100 and 
Bb&drayaAa in the Mathuri inscription No. 107. As Phagu is a shortened form of Phalguni and 
Bhadra an abbreviation of Bhadra-po.da, the last two namea are almost exact counterparts of Po/ha-
yaJaka in our inscription. 
If we take Potb&yaAaka &B the name of the husband of Simitra, we are driven to the conclu-
aion that the original reading w&B Po/hayalaktua and that kalavii/asa is an independent word 
characterising Potb&yaAaka somehow or other I think that this is fully confirmed by an exami-
nation of the outward appearance of the inscription. 
The inecription is damaged both at the beginning and at the end. On the lelt side a piece 
of the stone is broken off, which b&B cau.ed the partial 1088 of the na in the beginning of the upper 
line and the complete disappearance of three o/cihara6 in the beginning of the lower line. Here 
I Rat.on,~. I Reo,d ~ ... -,.. I U3iihJer; ¥911p>lo (milprint).] 
•R..tore~,.,.. 
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certainly, as proposed by Biibler, some word like bharyiiye baa to be supplied. How much of 
the text is lost on the right side can be determined from the wt word of the last line. There can 
be no doubt that pra.i is to be restored as pra(t)i(/hiipito) and that this was the concluding word 
of the record. The pra stands exactly below the /ha of the first line, and as the inscription is very 
-carefully engraved, it may be taken for granted that the /ha also was followed by four a/ahara,, 
which perfectly agrees with my suggestion that sa has to be supplied after Po/hayaAaka. There 
is another point to prove that the text read Po/hayasakal,aa bhiiryiiye). A glance at the inacrip· 
tion will be sufficient to show that originally it consisted of two lines only and that kalat'<i/aaa 
has been inserted by an afterthought below Po/hayaAakaaa. The word has been engraved in 
much smaller characters than the rest of the inscription, the ka being only l' high, the va only J', 
whereas the second ka of Kosikiye measures It' and the va of Vardhamanaaya }'. And there is 
another unmistakable sign that it was incised after the other two lines had been finished. It will 
be noticed that the sa is separated by a considerable space from the preceding letter, which can be 
accounted for only by the wish of the engraver to avoid the contact of the sa with the i-sign of 
Ii standing in the line below.• 
I therefore read and translate the inscription as follows : 
TEXT. 
1 [na.Jmo arahato Vardhamiinaoya Gotiputrasa Potha:,ua{ka](••) 
2 kila vi\asa 
3 (bhiryaye) Kooikiye $imitri:,• iiyagapa~o pra(t)i(thipito) 
TRANSLATION. 
Adoration to the Arhat Vardhamiina ! The tablet of homage has been set up by the Koaiki 
<KGUJiki) 8imitrii1, (the 11Jije) of the kalavii/a Potha:,aiaka (Prosh/hayaJaaka), the oon oi. a 
Goti (Gaupti). 
REMARKS. 
The exact n.eaning of kiilavii/a is not known. The word does not seem to have turned up 
hitherto in literary sources.• Biihler was of opinion that both Simitrii and her husband were 
shown by their family names to be of noble or royal descent. But this conclusion goes too far. 
The use of metronymics was by no means confined to the Kshatriya caste. Fleet, Zoe. cit. p. 
637ff., has collected a large number of cases where the names of Brahmins also and sometimes 
of persons who seem to be neither Brahmins nor Kshatriyas are coupled with the same metro-
nymics that we find in connection with the names of princes and noblemen. So much only is 
certain that a man who attaches the metronymic to his name is a person of high social standing. 
From the fact that Gotiputra Pothayasaka is called kiilava!a we may infer that the word 
denoted some dignitary or high official. From our inscription it appears that the title was 
1 The photolithograph published in Ep. Ind. h .. been tampered with. Here the upper portion of the 
i-eign ha.a been joined to the Ja and in thia form, which ha.a never e.i:l8'8<1, tho Ja ha.a been entered on Plate II, 
XX, •1 of Biihler'o PalQl(Y,/raphy. 
1 The etymology of the na.me is uot clear. Biihler'a correction to Sivaaitnl is hazard.Olli and hardly' correct. 
Nor ea.a the name be traced back to Srimitrli a.a 8kt. lri would have to appear as ftri. 
1 K4lavt1J.a, of course, cannot be connected with kalyapala., kallavala {MaA1iPg. 186, 109), which denotes a 
di8biller or seller of apirits, the modem blu.-ar or mlttl. Pouibly ktlla, which in the K.haroehthJ documenta from 
Kutern Turltettan ocoun frequently u a 'fery high title, ia &n abbre'fiation of i:4laf1dla, but it oa.nnot be proved. 
at preaent. Profeuor Thom&&, FuUdri/1 H. JfWJbi, p. 61, thinb that 1'd:la is the 1&me word u .(:a,a io 
Xujula Kara K&dphiaes, but thia auggeation IWlo is not convincing. 
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in uae already before the time of the Kushi!lll, and thi• is confirmed by its occurrence in the in-
acriptiona on the Ji.rat Stiipa at Sinchi. No. 340 ot Buhler'& collection reads' Vtdi,11 .Dataa11 
kalaca4,ua dal)(Jm. There is a second copy (:lio. 339) which differs only in the writing of the 
fint word : V edtu11 .Dataa11 kalat'<ll/,ua danam. A third inscription (No. 195) waa read by 
Buhler 1Jatakali"'IJ84 dana,n. Buhler identified this inscription with Cunningham's No. 172' 
which Cunningham himself, in accordance with his facsimile, tranacribed Dala/.."1Jla""4,a,11 d<in<Jm. 
There can be little doubt that here also the true reading is D<,t11kal..v<MJa,,11. The word is found 
once more in the Vakili inscription, No. 971 of my List: Koq.Ma ktJlallii4Ma. Kalavaq,a and 
kalalliuJa are apparently only defective spellings of kalalliuJ!J, and I therefore feel sure that also 
in the Mori inscription kalara<fii is meant for kalatiJ#. Additional proof is furnished by the 
next inscription. 
IV.-Inacription on a aculptured atone-alab from Mathuri.. 
The inscription is engraved on a beautifully sculptured slab found in the Kanki.ll 'flli. 
at Mathuri and now preaerved in the Lucknow Provincial Muaeum. The slab is figured in V. A. 
Smith's J11i11 &llpa at MotAurd (A.SI. NtvJ Imp. Ser. Vol. XX), Plate VIII The inscription waa 
edited by Btihler, Ep. Ind. ., Vol. II, p. 200, No. 8, together with a photolithograph from which 
it appears that the inscription has auffered a good deal since the time when the impre88.ion used by 
Bllhler was taken. Judging from the impresaions before me it seems that in the second half of 
the inscription the lower portion of the letters has now almost entirely disappeared. lily reading 
of the text therefore depends to a certain extent on the reproduction in the Ep;,graphia fodica, 
Vol. II. 
TEXT. 
na1Lo arahato(1) Mihivirasa(') - Mithuraka 
vara[kh]itiye' iyi[gapa~]'. 
NOTES. 
. . lavilasa(') [Bi] . . bhayiye(') .. 
(1) There is a cut to the left of the ra which makes it look like na. (2) Buhler : mahatriraaa, 
but the aign of length is attached in the same way as in the ma of the following word. (3) Buhler: 
M iithuraka • . • . laviit/,ua, which agrees with the photolithograph in the Ep. fod., whereas 
in the impresaion before me lat·<i is almost illegible and the last ,a is strangely distorted. The 
ak,hara read qa by Btihler shows a distinct book to the right in the impression and is therefore 
more probably /a. The two worda can safely be restored as Mauiurakasa kiilava/a,a. (4.) This is 
Btihler'• reading and it ia evidently correct, although the letters are far less distinct now in the 
impressions than in the photolithograph. Restore ,iihii bhayaye. (5) Btihler : .... va . • 
itaye, where i seems to be a misprint for 1. The last four a"8hara1 may be called certain. Instead 
of t·a the reading la would be possible according to the impressiona, but the photolithograph shows 
a plain va. The name is probably to be re tored as Sivarakhuaye. (6) Btihler's reading, although 
enclosed in bracket&, ia quite distinct in the photolithograph and there can be no doubt that it 
is correct, but the last three 11"8hara, are illegible in the impressions. 
TRANSLATION. 
Adoration to the Arhat Mahivira! The tablet of homage (•• tk gift ) ol the kiilavala of 
l!athuri together with hia wife tlivarakhiti. (Sivarabhua) . 
1 11:,. . Tod., Vol. ll, p. 36611". • BAil• Topu, p. ua. 
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REMARKS. 
For palreographical reasons the inscription must be assigned to the period before Kanishka. 
The fixing of an early date is also supported by the language which is pure Prakrit and further by 
the fact that the inscription records the setting up of an ii.yiiga'fl<J!/a. In the Kushiin t.imes the 
dedic .. tion of iiyagapa#aa seems to have gone out of fashion, there being no inscription in Kushin: 
characters on any of the sculptured slabs unearthed at the Karikiili 'ri]ii. 
The two words MiiO.urakala kiilavii/a&a, which, though partly restored, may be regarded as. 
perfectly certain, are of special interest, because they give us a hint as to the meaning of the term 
Mii.O.uri kal.ava,fii used in the Morii inscription, and at the same time confirm what I have said 
about the social position of 'the kiilavii/a. The donor of the slab would hardly have called himself 
simply by his title, without adding his personal name, if he had not been an official of very high 
rank. 
V.-Inacription on the pedestal of an image from Ga,;,.iahrl. 
The inscription is on the pedestal of a standing figure of which only the feet remain. It ia 
incised ou the top of the pedestal between the feet. The stone was acquired by Pandit Radba 
Krishna from a Koli who is said to have obtained it from a Brahmin's house in the village of' 
Ga,;,.iahril, three miles north-west of Mathurii City. It is now in the Matburii Museum. The-
inscription was edited by Vogel, G<u. Arch. Mus. MaOiurii, p. 122, No. G42. 
TEXT. 
Mahal darhcya ]nii[yakasya ](1) yamasha-
2 [beka]s[y]a(') [v]iA(v]a[saka]sya(') Ullnil.aya(') patimii 
NOTES. 
(1) Only the first two aksharas are well preserved, the rest of the word is more or less effaced. 
Vogel re!Lds maha[h,]ll<l(yanaaya], but the reading given above is certain with the exception of 
the anusviira•. (2) This is Vogel's reading. The first akshara is poBBibly yii, though the Ii-stroke 
would be very short. The lower portion of the he and the ka and the subscript ya have dis~ 
appeared through the breaking ofi of the stone. The he is doubtful, and ,nstead of ka we may 
reed na. (3) Vogel: [m']sii[ya]sya. The lower portion of Iii and the subscript oo are mutilated. 
There may have been an Ii-sign attached to the iva, but it is doubtful. The thfrd and fourth 
aksharas 1're almost completely effaced, but from the faint traces they can be reed with certainty 
as saka. There seems to have been no i-sign on the top of the sa. (4) Vogel: Ulaniisya. The 
Ii-sign of Iii is quite distinct. 
TRANSLATION. 
The image of the great general, the yamashaheka(I) (and I) viivasaka Ullna. 
REMARKS. 
From the inscription it appears that the statue represented the greet general Uliina, who, 
judging from his name, was certainly a Saka, Uk'ina being formed with the suffix -ana which is 
common in the Saka language. What is left of the statue, points into the same direction. The 
feet are shod with the same wanded boote that are worn by Kanishka in his well-known statue. 
1 Aooording to Mr. V. S. Apvala the word,. .. correotly ..,ad by Daya Ram Sahni in the AHvol Re,-1 
NorlMffl Circk, 1921, p. 3, which 11 not -ble to me. 
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A.a regarda mana' • titlea, ~nayaka occurs again in the Mathuri iDBCription No. 60 
of Sam U. In my edition of the record I read in II. 6ft. mal&ada'JiJanayak&ya Valina,ya, but the 
true :reading appears to be Valana,ya, and Valana and Ulana being evidently only different spell-
ings of the same name, it is quiie possible that the general mentioned in that insoription is identi-
cal with the person represented by the statue. The title Malaka is found in slightly different spell-
ing• in oeversl Mathuri i118Criptions of the Kushin period. Nos. 127, 128 and 141 record gifts 
'Of the ""11anka or .,;J,,alika V &kamihira, No. 1269 a gift of the wvasika Myala or SuAyala. It 
will be noticed that the title is only borne by persons who by their names are shown to be of foreign 
descent. Perhaps the correct form of the title is ,>i.l,,anka. In the Di.vyavadiina p. 188 it is said 
of a certain Brihma1.1a : ,a rajfla Praaenajitii KauJ.slena haatimadhyasy=opari viAvasika/1 sthapital), 
but here also M<inka{I ia not w&rranted by the manuscripts which write either vi11Ja1ika/& or t>i-
llXisika{i. YamashaMka, provided the word has been read correctly, would seem to be a foreign 
title or a local designation, though I cannot suggest anything as to its meaning. But whatever 
his functions may have been, the title of mahilda'JiJanayaka certainly shows that Ulina was a 
high dlicial, and the present ill8Cription, although it is badly preserved and its original place is 
not known, is yet of great importance as proving that during the Kushin period not only Icings, 
but also dignit.ories of lesser rank were honoured by statues. As shown by the following in-
scription, the statue of Ulina is not an isolated case. 
VI.-Inacript.ion on the baae of a male figure from Mathuril. 
The ill8Cription, as stated by Vogel, ia incised on the base of a male figure, standing, clad in 
the Indo-Scythisn dress : tunic, trousers and boots. He holds a bunch of lotus-flowers in his right 
hand and an indistinct object rn his left. The head is lost. The image was found in a 
oogh~ha on the Brindiban road about lt miles from Mathuri. It is at present in the Mathuri 
Museum. The inscription ia in a very bad state of preservation, and only the date of the year 
was read by Vogel, Cat. Arch. Mu, . Mathura, p. llO, No. E2f>. The statue is figured JRAS. 
1911, Plate VIII, fig . 2. 
TEXT. 
aa[va]tsari.( 1) iO 2(1) h(e) . . .. .. l!(e)(') pratha(me) 
2 .. ...... . ..•.... . . .. rJlcasya(') pra(tima) 
NOTES. 
(1) The a-sign of ra a pretty distinct. After ,a there is a long vertical stroke, apparently 
uused by & fiaaure in the stone. (2) The first figure is not quite distinct. Vogel took it to be 40, 
but it ia more probable that it ia 70. The second figure is probably 2. (3) The •·sign of h(e) and 
•(•), if they were originally engraved, are ent1rely obliterated. The word w.s certainly meant 
for hffltallta,r.a,e. (() Before '1W'Ya about ten aklhara, are illegible. 
REMARKS. 
Although only one completA! word and two numerical signs can be read with toler&ble certainty, 
\he inacription, in conjunction with the complementary evidence furnished by the dr688 of the 
statue, &llows us to affirm that, probably in the year 72 of the Kushiin era, in the firsi month oi 
winter, the statue of a foreigner, whooe name ended in-~. was set up at Mathnra. The custom 
of erecting portrait statuea seems to have been in vogue among the foreign chiefs at Mathuri 
• &p. /""·• Vol IX, p. ill. 
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duri11g the Kuehiin period. The Mathurii. Museuru contains no lesa than six heads of statues' 
weariD,g the high conical hate which are an essential part of the Scythian dre88. In my opinion, 
theae fact,! give additional weight to the suggestion that the female statue from Mori. ,J10 
represents some lady belonging to a clan of the foreign invaders. 
VII.-ID•cription on a doo,;--jan:w from Mathurl.. 
The inscription is engraved on the side of a carved door-jamb dug out of an old well in the 
Mathurl. Cantonment• in 1913 and is now in the Mathurii. Museum. The inscription consists 
of 12 lines, but the first five lines are so much obliterated that only here and there a letter can be 
11\ade out with more or less certainty. Each hne consisted of nine or ten a.bharaa, of which four 
or five on the right side are mi88ing. From an examination of the stone Mr. Ramaprasad 
Chanda came to the conclusion, which undoubtedly is correct, that the epjgraph was originally 
incised on a square pillar which was afterwards cut lengthwise through the inscribed side into 
two halves and turned into door-jambs. The inscription was first noticed in the Annual Pro-
gru, Reporl of lhe SuP"r.niendenl, Hindw and Buddhilt Monu,,1ent1, Northern Circle, for tlu ~ 
t:ndi,ig 31,t March, 1917, p. 10', and e<lited by Ramaprasad Chanda, MASI. No. ll, pp. 169-173, 
and Plates XXV and XXVI. 
TEXT. 
1 . [v). . . 
2 aa[slva(') 
3 [vas] (') 
4 [p] . . .[J)a] Siva('). 
/l shapu[t]r(e]J)a Kausi (') . . . 
6 Yasunii bhaga[va](to Vii.sude)· (') 
7 vasya ml\hii.athii.~ . . . . . . (4ai)-(') 
8 lath toraJ)ath ve(dikii cha prati) ·(') 
9 sb\hiipito (' ) prito [bha](gaviin Vii.su)-(') 
10 deva~ sviimi[sya] (mahiiksbatra)-(") 
11 pa•ya so.,.ii[sa](•ya) . . . . . (") 
12 sathvartayatiith(11) 
NOTES. 
(1) Sa,ya is distinct, and as we should eX)JOCt the inscription to begin with the date, the 
fust line is probably to be restored as ,..;;;misya mohiikshalrapa,ya &qii-. The subscript ~• 
visible in the fir.t line may have beloJ?ged to 8f·ii.miaya . (2) The second ak.tlw.rG of this line io ,a 
with an indistinct vowel-sign. The preceding akahara looks like va. Considering tbat 
probably the date stood in this line, t'al. is possibly to be restored as diva1e. (3) The readillg 
of the first and third ak.tharaa of this line is by no means certain. (Pra)pautre!'IJ would be in 
keeping with the context, but what is visible of the letters can hardly be reconciled with 
that reading. The fourth akahara of the line is Ji followed by an ak.thara that probably is a 
.,. of tbA •~me ahape as in da'O?, in I. 10 and •amvarwyaMm in I. 12, but it may be n,J, (4) The 
first a.bAll7'e1 ,~ cle,uly da and to the rigbt of it below the line there is a distinct pu, so that at first 
aight one mighi re1>d 1hpu. However, there seems to be no connecting line between ,ha and pu, 
• G 32, .\dd. 12li2 (from the village of Ml\), 1619, 1566 (from Pill Kberi), 1567, 2122. Two of .._ -
figured in VO@el'1 Sculptun d< Malhur4, Plale IV; cf. p. 23; 92. 
• TbiA nport ia no\ a.cceuible t.o me. 
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and I therefore consider it more probable that 'P" was at first omitted by mistake 1md afterwards 
inserted below the line. .As the second akshara certainly had a subscript ra and the third akshara 
is~. the reading •ha'[lUtTtf.l(J naturally suggests itself, and although the upper portion of the second 
akshara is very indistinct, the reading would not seem to be impossible. The fourth akshara of the 
line is ka with the ordinary o-sign at the top and another very distinct horizontal line to the left. 
The next akshara is la. From the reverse of the inscription it appears that of the two strokes visi· 
hle at the top of the letter the one to the left is accidental, whereas the stroke on the right seellll! 
to be the i-sign. Perhaps the two aksharas are to be read Kausi and the word to be restored 
as Ka,..;il.-iputrtf.l(J. (5) The n..issing aksharas were restored by Chanda. (6) The missing portion 
ot the compound mahiisthana . . . . c~n hardly be restored with any certaility. At the end 
of the line I would supply sai. Other possibilities are discussed below. (7) Chanda restores vedikiil,,· 
(which seems to be a misprint for t·edika) prati , but the additional cha is indispensable. (8) The 
o-sign of to is distinct, but to must be a mistake for either te or tani. (9) Chanda wrongly 
restores bhavatu instead of bhagaiii11. (10) The missing aksharas were restored by Chanda. 
(11) Something like aifoaryam or ayurbalam is to ba supplied at the end of the line. (12) Chanda 
read at first ,amvartayatom and afterwards samvart[e]yata,n. The third akshara is undoubtedly 
rta, not rte, the last akshara is tiim, and the reverse of the impression shows clearly that the 
supposed a-sign of ya is only a flaw in the stone. 
TRANSLATION. 
by Vaau, a gateway of stone (1) and the railing nas erected at the .... of the great 
temple of bkagavat Visude,a. May bhagai'ai Vasudeva, being pleased, promote (tl1e ,i<nninion 
or IM life and strength) of st'Dmin mahakshatrapa !;<><j.llsa. 
REMARKS. 
Owing to the extreme uncertamty of the reading, the first five lines of the inscription cannot 
be translated. All stated &hove, from the few letters legible in the first two lines it becomes probable 
that the inscription was dated in the reign of aviimin mah.iikshatrapa $ocj.iisa, and this is borne out 
not only by pala,ography, but also by the benediction pronounced on the mahiikshatrapa in 
the conclusion. The genealogy of the donor is hopelessly fragmentary. Not a single name can 
be relied upon, and it is not e,·en quite sure whether the donor's own name was simply Vasu.. 
or a compound name ending in -vasu. Only so much seems to be certain that he was not & foreigner, 
but & Hindu. 
The gift consisted of a gateway (lora!I<') and & railing (vedika)' and perhaps & third object 
the name of which ended in -lari,. Chand& restored lari1 as chatui,siilam which is highly improbable 
&s this term never occurs in inscriptions of this time. Possibly la,n is the rest of devakula,n used 
here in tha sense of a small shrine as in the Jaina inscription No. 78, or, more probably, lam is to be 
restored as sailam. If the language of the record were quite correct Sanskrit, the predicate would be 
either prali&h!},apU.ini or prali&loµ,apite. The form actually found in 1. 9, (prali)ah/hapito, is 
wrong in any case and therefore of no account for the restoration of the subject of the sentence. 
The name of tl,te place where the tora!I<' and the t•edikii are said to have been erected, is muti-
lated &nd cannot be restored, especially because it is doubtful whether one or three syllables are 
lost after mahaatMna. Bnt whatever the missing syllables may have been, I caunot follow Chand& 
in t&k.ing the term ' the great place of bhagarat Vasudeva ' as !llcaning a spot that was believed 
to have been either the birthplace of Krish11a or the scene of some notable event in his early career. 
. 
1 Chanda. tranala.tee Ndi.b\ by I a aqua.re terrace in the middle of the courtyard', but the meaning 'railiug' 
11 aboolutely oortam. 
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Chanda himself has pointed out that in the Mathurii inscription No. 85 bMfJ<l11aJo n~rlr,py,,. 
Dadhikar>J,µu<ya sttiM means ' in the temple of the holy lord of the serpents Dadhikart)a', and I see 
no reason why mahiislhiina should not simply denote a large temple or sanctuary al•o in the 
present inscription. 
As the pillar, perhaps hundreds of years afterwards, was taken away from the large temple 
of Vii.sudeva to be turned into the door-jamb of another building and ultimately to be thrown 
away into a well, all that can be possibly asserted with regard to the place of that temple is that 
it stood in Mathurii or somewhere in the environs of the City. The inscription moreover shows 
that that temple was, if not erected, at any rate enlarged or embellished during the reign of the 
maAiikshoJrapa Soq.iisa by a person, who although being a Hindu, seemB to have been a high official 
in the service of the mahakshatrapa', carrying out the work by order or at the desire of his master, 
since in the benediction the benefit of the donation is attributed to Soq.iisa alone. The facts that 
we can thus ascertain with regard to the temple of Viisudeva agree in several respects with what 
we can infer from the Morii well illscription about the Bhiigavata sanctuary at that place. There 
also a temple (devagriha) is said to have been adorned with the in.ages of the pailchatJiras of the 
Vrish,:,.is during the reign of Soq.iisa. If my suggestion that in line 8 of the present inscription 
Zam is to be restored as sailam should prove correct, this also would be & point of agreement &a in 
the Morii inscription also the temple and the images are expressly stated to be of stone (saila). 
Moreover, as no trace of a stone building has been found at Morii, it appears that the temple was 
intentionally pulled down at some time and the materials carried away and probably used for 
some other purposes. Of course, these coincidences are no conclusive e, idence, but considering 
everything I think it not improbable that t,he pillar bearing the present inscription hails from 
the Bhiigavata temple at Morii. 
' Aooordlng to the inscription No. 82 the treaanrer of So4ioa alao w&1 • Brihmall". 
